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Benton Beats
Lyon County;
Score, 74 to 43

Christmas
Lights Go
Up Here

ASC Committeemen
Elected For County

Herman Wade
New Leader of
Christian Men

2 Young Men
Are Added To
Staff Of Bank

$4.95

County Band
Boosters Club
Picks Officers

9.

Christmas
Seals In Mail

'CENT'

lds
Mrs. Story, 75, School Ho
Open House
Is Buried At
At Brewers
Calvert City

UN GAS HEAT

Mrs. Lee Coursey
Injured In Fall

Mrs. Nola Angle, 83,
Burial Conducted

W. T. Copeland
Funeral Conducted

tomatic
.U. With Au
Lr $169.50

Otis Dismore, 89,
Buried At Calvert

$99'

HEAT NOW

First Grade Band Gives
Calvert P-TA Program

Library Is Observing
National Book Week

AND

Special for

1%114141111

November
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$
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DOWNING STATION IS
AGENT FOR SILI-CLEAR
Thomas Downing's Texaco
Filling Station on North Main
Street in Benton is now handling Sill-clear, a newcoating

that prevents damage to concrete, brick, stucco, stone, etc.
Sill-Clear protects basements,
homes, churches, schools, motels, Mrs: Amos English of Detroit,
swimming pools and other build- visited relatives and friends here
ings. The product, made by Gen- last and this week.

The people of Marshall County are as fine as any
in the world, and we are certain they stand ready at all
times to join together to build a greater Marshall
county.
Let's all unite to make our county one of the best in
the great State of Kentucky.

Farm-City Week To
Be Held Nov. 18-24
Farm-City Week will be ob- 1959 as compared to $2,202.00
served again this year during earned by non-farm people.
Thanksgiving week—Nov. 20-26,
What would happen to the
and it is quite appropriate that
cost of living if farm workers
It will. Both groups, farm and
minimum wage
city people alike, have much to had the same
scales as factory workers, and
be thankful for this year.
Nowhere else in the world, with if farm owners received interest
capital investments
the possible exception of the rates on
British Isles and some western comparable to those returned to
other essential servof
producers
European countries, have farmers attained as high position— ices.
socially, economically, or politically—as they have In America,
In many parts of the world
farmers are still peasants and
peons—members of a distinctly
lower class society. In the United
States farmers take their places
along with others in Congress,
state legislatures, school boards,
and civic and business organlzations—wherever ability and
leadership are respected.
City people have much to
thank the American farmer for,
too. Nowhere else is there such
abundance of food and fiber as
in America and nowhere else do
city people have to spend such
a small proportion of their income for the essentials of living
as here.
Only 21 per cent of the average American's income was
spent for food in 1958. In many
other countries over 50 per cent
of the income goes for food. The
stockpiles of wheat, corn, cotton,
and other crops have played
havoc with farm prices and income, but they have helped the
city dweller "live high on the
hog."
The farmer is the victim of
his own efficiency. While output per farm person has increased 210 per cent since 1947
(a higher rate than any other
Industry), the purchasing power
of the farm dollar has decreased
and today is worth only eighty
cents in terms of things that
farmers have to buy.
Unfortunately ,too, the per
capita income of U. S. farm people, including government payments, off-farm income and
value of farm products used in
the home, was only $960.00 in

Christmas seals began reaching homes throughout Kentucky
Monday, Nov. 14, as the 54th
annual Christmas seal campaign
gets underway.
"Several thousand Christmas
seal letters are being placed in
the mails each day by the Kentucky Tuberculosis Association
and its local affiliates to raise
!unds to continue the fight
against TB," according to Theodore Sanford, president of the
Kentucky Tuberculosis Associa-

TN!
uccess in treating tubercuosis with drugs leaves us no Pribagh,
tli°"11S'
room for complacency as Ken- !week al
tucky still has a shameful death In Benton,
,
rate from TB—the second high- nnd da
est in the nation," Sanford said. at the peet-oir
"Being generous in making a and.e th,
kt
contribution to the seal sale Sabseripa—
Marshdi
in
7
campaign is one way everyone
Sits' $24
net61
can help in the fight against
KPatticky,ii Yttt
the disease," he added.
Kentucky,
Cards of thakt

Bob Long, R. C. Riley, Jr.,
Georgia Beth Henson and Jan Classified
Hill, students at Lambuth Col- tents per in,
lege in Jackson, Tenn., spent ing rates tiota
the weekend in Benton with
I'darshaii
their relatives.

Teamwork Will Get Things Done, and We All Want
to Accomplish Something for Marshall County. Cooperation Between City Dweller and Farmer Will Help
Do This. Let's all Pull Together for a Greater Marshall
County.

NISBET TO BE HERE
B. D. Nisbet, representative of
the Kentucky Disabled Ex-Service Men's Board, will be at the
Benton courthouse Monday, Nov.
21, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m. to
assist veterans and their families with claims.
John Wilkins of Route 1 underwent surgery again Friday at
the Baptist Hospital in Paducah.

Helping to Build Marshall County Since 1884

GOOD WIILL GOOD ELECTRIC SERVICE
And Full Cooperation
TO HELP MAKE

FARM and CITY WEEK
i
N ANNUAL SUCCESS
TEAM WORK GETS THINGS DONE
without teamwork progress is stymied ...
with teamwork — nothing is impossible...
WE HEARTILY ENDORSE ...
NATIONAL FARM AND CITY WEEK
As a method of bringing more and better co-operation
between farm and city folks!
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Baptist Church. Burial was in GUESTS FOR DINNER
Mr. and Mrs. Weldon Jace of
Benton Cemetery.
Route 4 had as dinner guests
Besides the parents, survivors
Wednesday night, Nov. 9: Mr.
services for Jean Ann
are one sister, Janice Holland; and Mrs. 0. L. English, Bill Engrant daughter of Mr.
James A. Holland of two brothers James and John lish, Doug Draffen. The dinner
Fll- Holland; grandparents, Mr. and was in honor of Bill English who
ere held at the
Funeral Chapel Sat- Mrs. J. R. Holland of Jasper was 13 years of age that day.
moon by the Rev. Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. G. A.
First Burrows of Bridgeport, Ala.
Subscribe to The Courier
art, pastor of the
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From ancient times the prin- tion which affects someon
the rights
ciple of giving notice has been rights. These may be
practiced by civilized people ev- of the community itself or of
erywhere. In Roman times no- some portion of it, of a group
tices were posted in the circus. or groups within the community,
At another time the town crier
or of people themselves, either
served this purpose.
as voters, as taxpayers, or Just
For centuries civilized people plain individuals.
have recognized the right of the
Today in the English-speaking.
community and of the individual to be put on notice. What is countries, for example, the law
more important, they have prac- usually provides for the publiticed this principle consistently. cation of such notices in newsIt is possible to say that the papers of paid general circulatrue democracies could not neg- tion. Taking all 50 states, there
lect this principle and still pre- are thousands of such laws. The
newspaper is specified because it
serve their way of life.
gives
What is at stake in public no- has established following,
hly,
tice is the simple right of the wide coverages, read thoroug
e, and
public to know, to be nformed is both visible and tangibl
public notice
beforehand of some proposed ac- is economical. The

Cards of 14,34.,
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Practically everything h as
been used as legal tender somewhere in the world at one time
or another. And there are some
'75,000 specimens to prove it in
The Chase Manhattan Bank's
Museum of Moneys of the
World in New York City.
Among the odd items are
the examples of tobacco
money" on the tray held
(above) by Vernon L. Brown.
that
museum director. The item bat
looks like a small baseball
Ware.
Is a "hand" of tobacco
were
house receipts for tobacco paper
this country's first

Wooden Nickels
money, back in colonial days.
"Stick" tobacco (lower left) is
still used as currency in trading with natives in some Pacific islands. World War II veterarus will recall the high exchange value — up to $20 a
carton — placed on American
cigarettes during and after
the war.
Stones, sea-shells, woodpecker
scalps and real wooden n.ckels,
disare other unusual items
played in bewildering variety
Money
at the Chase Manhattan
Museum.

Will be in charge of recreation.
Every woman in the community
is invited.
Present at the meeting were
Mesdames Homer Adlich, Earl
Cole, Paul Creason, Orville Easley, Neal Haley, Frank Heist,
Lyles, Bill Perry, Hal
Homemakers Weldon
Brewers
The
and the hostess.
Perry,
Mrs.
of
home
the
Club met at
Wayne Parker on Nov. 10.
Mrs. Wm. Lineberry of MemThe club welcomed two new
Ross,
members, Mrs. Weldon Lyles and phis and mother of Robert
an employee at Bank of Benton,
Mrs. Orville Easley.
the
at
ment
the
employ
has accepted
Reports were heard from
s.
citizenship, publicity and land- Baptist Hospital in Memphi
scape leaders.
The food leaders, Mrs. Hal
Perry and Mrs. Homer Adlich,
gave a lesson on the "Importance
of a Proper Diet," and gave several recipes for low-calorie des-

Mrs. Wayne Parker
Hostess To Brewers
Homemakers Club
Of all the special weeks observed through the year, few are
more important than Farm-City Week.
dependent
Certainly our city folks and farm folks are very
off we all
better
the
erate
upon each other, and the more we co-op
are.
MarLet's all pull together for a better and more prosperous
shall County.

serts.
The potluck lunch was of salads and breads studied in the
previous lessons and the lowcalorie desserts prepared by the
food leaders.
Plans were made for the
Christmas Party to be held in
s
the basement of the Brewer
Methodist Church at 6 p. m. on
be
will
There
Thursday, Dec. 8.
ue
potluck supper, plus barbec
Mrs.
and chicken and dressing.
Cole
Hal Perry and Mrs. Earl

"Dear, you remember your
old high school flame—

CITY WEEK
FARM AND LL
COUNTY
IN MARSHA
Will Be A

SUCCESS
FF7-17

BECAUSE

BENTON AND MARSHALL COUNTY
Are Made Up Of

GOOD PEOPLE
Without a
doubt...
your best buy
in NITROGEN

"Sure it was terrible, but I
thought it was wonderful..."

NEW TEMPEST
AMERICAS ONLY FRONT

CAR
ENGINE <:=:> REAR TRANSMISSION

155 H.P. FROM FOUR CYLINDERS*
leg
floor hump. Foot room and
ndent
The new-size Tempest is primed
Indepe
men.
six
for
room
to scoot on leas gas! Five hot suspension at all 4 wheels. Most
.
front.
versions of the Trophy 4 engine
other cars only have it in
110 to 165 h.p. Any choice will
Tempest
The
too.
,
-Track
Wide
than
move out in a hurry, sail up a
wheels are set farther apart
the
Steen hill in high gear, has g. the wheels of other new-size cars.
corPower for quicker, safer paasin
Gives a solid stance. Secure
sedan
-door
4
Front engine is balanced by
a
s
There'
.
nering
rear transmission. (Standard
and a station wagon.
even
Shift or extra-cost automatic.)
Prices come close—or ts.
lakes weight off the front. Easy
on the compac
tap
the
beat—
Adds
Steering. Longer tire life. ves If you're figuring on a new car—
Tempest.
ballast in the rear. Impro
big figure on anew
DEALERSZIP
traction and braking. No
L AUTHORIZED PONTIAC
SERVICED BY YOUR LOCA _
AND
SOLD
IS
ME NEW TEPdP$ST

ne*
:oK
r
Phone LA 7*2

ROBERTS PONTIAC

IMPLEMENT CO.

Benton, Ky.

ty Can Set
That Benton and Marshall Coun
The Nation A Pattern To Go By
BETTER
HAND IN HAND FOR A
MARSHALL COUNTY
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Connecticut Mutual
Increases Dividend
And Interest Rates
Policyowners of the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company will receive a record $35,200,000 net this year under. an
increased policy diviidend scale,
W. Ray Moss, general agent for
the company in Kentucky, has
announced.
This is 121
/
2 per cent more
than would have been paid by
the company under the 1960
scale ,and is one of the sharpest
increases in recent years. In the
last 10 years, the company's dividend scale has been increased
by 50 per cent.
The increases have been made

possible by continuing favorable
factors of mortality and earnings on Invested funds which
have helped to offset rises in operating expenses and taxes. The
result has been to substantially
reduce net cost of life insurance
protection.
Also announced were increases
in interest rates payable to policyholders and beneficiaries in
1961. On dividends left with the
company to accumulate at interest, the new rate will be 3.8 per
cent compared with the current
3.5 per cent. The 3.8 per cent
rate will also apply to policy
proceeds left with the company.
Morgan, Trevathan, and Gunn
Agency of Benton has represented the Connecticut Mutual Life
for the past 25 years.
Subscribe to the Courier

RUBY'S HI FASHION
BEAUTY SHOP

Mrs. E. H. Morgan
Entertains Benton
Homemakers Club

waisewisw:iair
solowstras•ossale
Methodist Church in Benton
Monday at 11 a. m.
The meeting was opened with
a song, "0 Jesus I Have Promised."
The regular monthly program
The Woman's Society of was given, the theme of which
Christian Service met at the was "Heritage and Horizon In
Our Home Missions."
The meditation and opening
prayer was given by Mrs. C. E.
Woodward.
My Neighbors
"Recalling Our Heritage," led
by Mrs. Burnett Holland, was
discussed by Mrs. George Long,
Mrs. Marcus Gurley, Mrs. Norman Ashby and Mrs. Orville

Program On Home
Missions Given By
WSCS of Benton

Mrs. Hatler E. Morgan was
hostess to members of the Benton Homemakers Club at her
lovely home Tuesday night, Nov.
8.
Mrs. Anna Brandon gave the
devotional.
Low calorie desserts were discussed by Mrs. Orville Taylor
and Mrs. Charles Kissell.
Delicious refreshments of dessert, coffee and tea were served
to those attending.
The rooms were attractively
decorated in fall flowers and
fruit, carrying out the Halloween motif.
Those present at the meeting
were Mesdames E. G. Williams,
Anna Brandon, Mae Shemwell,
Claud Park, Ruble Cope, George
Erickson.
Charles Kissell, W. T. McDermott, Orville Taylor, Paul Cross,
D. C. Clayton, Bill Morgan and
J. M. Fileds. Mrs. Morgan and
Mrs. Fields were guests.

Mrs. Ruby Mason and daughter, Shirley, have opened a beauty shop in Hardin known as
Ruby's Hi Fashion Beauty Shop.
The new place offers the latest
in permanents and all other
beauty needs.
They invite the public to visit
the beauty shop and see for
themselves what it offers.

Owned and Operated By
RUBY and SHIRLEY MASON

Good Fashion Need Not Be Expensive
415 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.

proportioned for you ...
no alterations needed

MADE - TO - MEASURE
COATS IN
THREE DIMENSIONAL SIZES

The next study will be Wednesday, Friday afternoons of this
wek and Monday afternoon of
next week at 1:30.
Attending
were
Mesdames
Burnett Holland, Orville Taylbr,
Bob Long, George Long, Norman
Ashby, B. A. Walker, C. E. Woodman, M. Gurley, Warde Dappert,
Laura Holland, Wm. Watts, Raymond Davis.
it. R. McWaters, D. E. Werner, Ivory Adair, Java Gregory,
Albert Nelson, Oscar Shemwell,
John Strow and Alvin Austin.
Subscribe to the Courier
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FROM MY
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Rambler Sales Smash Record
vorwsz---17_

I met this young lady in her
middle teens: so eager then for
life and for achievement in all
the seven arts.
Inspiring music to be compoeed, masterworks to be
painted and sculpted, great
books to be written — she had
such ambitious dreams and
some talent, too. The world and
fame beckoned.
I met her again the other
day, five years later. She had
married the boy she loved; they
had a beautiful year-old daughter and s. second baby was on
the way. Remembering how she
had unfolded her dreams to me,
she seemed to think that I was
disappointed to see her -tied
down to cribs."
I wasn't, of course. Just a bit
surprised at first, perhaps. But.
then, understanding, as I reflected on the ways of young
love, and of our Creator. He
Who endows us all with our
talents — some of us to perfect
Inspiring works of art — give.
to a. mother the superlative
achievement of bringing into
Ste Fria masterpiece, a baby...
the supreme creation.
I wished I could tell the
young mother this. But I believe she knows it!

...4,100;pr•wilwasommo
.„

veer
Setting records because the compact
Rambler offers three sizes to meet every
purpose ... and help every purse!
37 straight sales records over year-previous months. Compare
'61
Rambler American with other economy compacts—all-new
styling, 6-passenger room, 5
more luggage space in sedans,
23% more cargo space in wagons, proved economy king, 90
or
125 horsepower.
Compare '61 Rambler Classic 6 or V-8 with old "low-priced
"
field—get the Best of Both: Big car room,compact car
economy
—priced far lower. Compare '61 Ambassador V-8,
the highperformance luxury compact, with other luxury cars.

Top Quality at America's Lowest
Pro

iitaC

AS LOW AS
0
$
4
32
Rambler Amer.''
based on ma^ '. •
with ,/, d:* carrying c.,• •.
transportat,

LAMPKINS BUICK -RAMBLER CO., 1209 South Main, Benton,

1

TIMELY SAVINGS ON
HOLIDAY AND PARTY FABRICS

HOLIDAY FABRIC SALE
REGULAR $3.95 YD. - 42" WIDE

Nothing measures up to a
Bettijean coat in dimensional
sizes. Dimensional sizes signify easy, satisfactory fit
without costly alterations ...
custom tailoring proportioned
to your height. This means fit
and flattery for every size!

"Crompton"

VELVET
World Famous "Crompton" 100%
Rayon Velvet at the lowest price
ever . . . Guaranteed Crush Resistant, water spot resistant, 42"
wide, first quality.......

SKINNER'S SLPPER
SATIN
Famous "Skinner" Slipper Satins
at less than half price . . . 45"
wide, full - bodied with silk - like
texture. Ideal for formals, bridal
gowns and party frocks. . . .
Choose from 8 wanted colors ...

Be one of the first to come
in and inspect this wonderful
new dimension in coat fash-

REG. 81.99 TO 82.49 HOLIDAY

IN

3 DIMENSIONAL
SIZES
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HELM

New Beauty Shop

Hardin, Ky., GE 7-3993

Taylor. "Expanding Our Horizons" was presented to the group
by Mrs. R. R. McWaters, Mrs.
Ivory Adair, Mrs. D. E. Werner,
Mrs. Java Gregory and Mrs.
Raymond Davis in a panel discussion; Mrs. Burnett Holland,
moderator.
At 1 p. m. the group assembled in the youth chapel to begin the missions study book
"Safe in Bondage." Mrs. Taylor
explained the meaning of the
book with a number of posters
she had made. Mrs. Bob Long
and Mrs. Gurley gave the first
and second chapter of the book.

FASHION
FABRICS
Sensational savings on a tremendous selection of
Holiday and Party fabrics to start your special
occasion wardrobe off in style. Choose from
Bright moire Wiles and taffetad, printed and
plain Ottoman's, miracle blend novelty fabrics
and many, many others . . . .

BROCADE

Lowest price anywhere on these
fine quality
Rayon Brocades .
Richly highlighted surface,
exquisite floral designs . .. Wrinkle
resistant ...
Ideal for after-five and formal
fashion,... Hurry
for these we have only a limited
supply at this
low price . . . .
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SAMPLE WOOLENS
One of a kind sample lengths of
Regular $6.95 to $12.95 Famous
Name Woolens . . . 1 to 3 yard
lengths, 60" wide. Hurry, only
400 yards to sell at this low, low
price.
•

*PETITE
11" to 5
'3½......—
6-16
*AVERAGE..., 5' 4
" to 5'
* TALL
Over 5
'7
".........--_—.10-18

Select From the Largest Coat Stock In Town ...
Over 860
To Choose From . .. $25 to $58
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Mrs. Thelma Holt of Route 11 Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Lindsey of
was a shopper in town
Saturday. Route 5 were shoppers in town
R. B. Lindsey and Will Dexter Saturday.
of Gilbertsville Route 1 were
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Lawrence
business visitors in Benton Sat-. of Route 7 were shoppers in town
urday.
Saturday.

es

PHOTO COPY SPECIAL

Orman
Woodppert,
, Ray-

Why pay high prices for extra prints of a cheap picture?
Bring year bargain picture to us for copies at the following
low prices:

. Werregory,
emwell,
atm.

five Thanks
November 20, 1980
oGNING will never
com mercialised as
ijeale one remarked,
presents are given at
Stores can sell
sell
lets, but they can't

25 Billfold Size
On 8.10 $1.98 Each additional, same pose

$1.00
_.

Two 5x7 $1.98. Each additional, same pose

$1.25
_ 980

Copies made from any size photo or negative.
School Pictures-50 billfold size $1.98 - Proofs to select from
(Send 10c mailing charge and 3% sales tax if mailed in Ky.

SMITH'S STUDIO
119 South 3rd St. Paducah, Ky.

Dial 443-3994

true' No presents

Penney, Mr. and
Bill Coursey of Calvert City, Mrs. Claudine
an Lovett spent the
Route 2 was a business visitor Mrs. Herm
Graysville, UI., In the
In Benton Friday and while here , weekend in
of Mr and Mrs. Woodrow
renewed his subscription to the home
ey,
'Ford, a brother of Mrs. Penn
Courier.

Methodist WSG
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Ed Rudolph

BEAR WHEEL ALIGNMENT
AND BALANCING

The Wesleyan Service Guild of
the First Methodist Church in
Benton met Thursday night at
the home of Mrs. Edward Rudolph.
Mrs. Earl Osborne, president,
presided at the business session.
Hostesses were Mrs. Edward
Rudolph and Mr. Weldon Noles.
e
Topic for discussion was "Tak
the Name of Jesus With You." It
ley.
was given by Mrs. Bob Brad
Delicious refreshments were
ts:
served to the following gues
tt,
Mesdames John Clay Love
her,
Katie Major, Charles Hatc
and
rne
Scott Dycus, Earl Osbo
daughter, Phyllis, Willard Leub
ine,
ker, Alvin Austin, Roy Emer
CharDon Reuhle, Bob Bradley,
Straw.
lene Kennedy and John

HE'S TAKING HER FOR A 'RIDE'

she immediately comes over and
DEAR AMY:
and does every
Pin 28 years old and hive three flirts with them
her power to take them
children, ow-n my own home, car, thing in
. At first it wasn't too bad
furniture, etc. I was divorced away
ng monotonous
Ave years ago. I met a young but now it's getti
take away our boytrap. 36 years old, and as bad having her
trying her best
least
at
or
ds,
frien
As it may seem, I fell in love with
tone and have been living with to.
to stop but
her
We've asked
Ann for the past two years. He
does it even more.
has been married before and dl- then she
us a few hints on
- erred. Everybody thinks we are Please give
to do.
husband and wife. We started out what
s
because of 'Her.'
lower
Wallf
iniee times to get marrird. Had
s:
b.00d tests and the license but Dear Wallflower
Ignore her! There's always one
never quite made it to the
In every crowd. When the word
preacher.
is getting
He never buys me anything but gets around that she
ing on everyone's
we have plenty to eat. Do you ahead by stepp
be over.
will
les
think he is doing me wrong. I am toes, your troub
ng to bet that will
almost crazy with worrying I And I'm willi
know I should quit him, but, Amy, be pretty soon.
• • •
I love him so much. Please advise me and I will be forever in Dear Amy:
I am a wife and a good mother
your debt.
of my two daughters, but I have
one problem that I would like you
Dear Mrs. 0. IL:
and is
Why didn't you make It to the to help me with. My husb
No matter
preacher??? If he wanted to always drinking.
out
stay
make an honest woman out of where he goes, he can't
ns.' We
you, he'd quit stalling. If he de- of those darn 'beer garde years
10
tours on the fourth try, let him have been married for
and that's all he's been doing is
're! lost!'
• • •
beer.
living on
I told him to cut down on his
Dear Amy:
he comes
Ole! for 'Animal Lover.' If drinking because when beats up
he always
bullfighting is a sport (where home drunk,
I told him
death is the only victor) in this one of our daughters.him, but he
inodern day and age, then I'm for I was going to leave
I don't
him,
ng
banishing this sadistic spectacle thinks I'm kiddi
because I keep
from the face of the earth. If Ani- want to leave him
two daughters. If
mal Lover' wants to start a cru- thinking of my
this keeps up, I will have to besade, I'm with him.
a nervous wreck.
me
has
r
cause he
Another Animal Love
• • •
Please tell me what to do?
A Disgusted Mother
Dear Amy:
How right you are when you Dear Disgusted:
Everyday I hear from mothers
say that Americans are the ones
been helped
who cheer for the bull. I attended and wives who have
ANONYMOUS
a bullfight in Mexico and cheered by ALCOHOLICS
touch with
in
you
Get
And
ON.
or AL-N
for the bull all the way.
With your
know what? He won! The mata- these organizations.
n, they will
dor was knocked head over heels husband's cooperatio
'garden'
only
k
the
(than
that
show him
and had to be carried off
his time and money
God he wasn't seriously injured). that is worth
back yard!
It was horrible to watch the is the one in his own
• • •
way the bull was wounded again
and again to weaken him so that PERSONAL to Troubled:
Your father-In-law is crude and
the matador, in his fancy silk
a
tights, could kill him with a mini- your mother-in-law is running
stay
the
of
lity
close second. If you want to
mum of risk. The bruta
.
safe and sane, keep away from
whole thing was disgusting
Disgusted
them!
•••

RED BIRD LANES
Brand-new in '61! Rambler Amer.4-Door Wagon. Rambler
outs,.-.
all 6-cylinder wagoi,

Of Mayfield, Ky., Announces A
sre
,h Dr. Foreman
can be attached.
gifts, and Thanks:ay when we stop to
him.
`.7.1 and thank
TWIN
,always feel very deepfor something you have
hard work. You may be
vou got whatever it was.
.be highly satisfied by
But if thanks are due,
be more in the way of
'illations than anything
for
in most in the mood
you know very well
could
ps
d not and perha
produced whatever it is
you are thankful. We
thanks to God—whether
or every Sunday or
special occasions as our
Thanksgiving holiday —
kaelciaries. There is no
nyof repaying God for

- in Deluxe 2-Door Sedan. Monthly named"
• i.t.irer s suglested delivered price at factory
ry -rent 35-month contract with normal
federal taxes paid. Optional equipmeet,
prance. state and local taxes, if any, extra.

Main, Benton, K
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and COKE Absolutely
HAMBURGER, FRENCH FRIES
FREE With Coupon!

erns true that there are
In life which we do
mless we work for them.
So, the respect of the
where we live is a real
but without genuine efman's part, other people
respect him. Health is
ble asset; but health
'es over a man's door if
penists in doing all the
is
t ruin health. Health
t i9 earned, ma way;
these
less in both
• others the reader can
me can demand neither
health. There is no "des much honor or respeca barter for the respect.
a precise set of rules for
of which one will alu bouncy as a sixteen-h
Some people keeep healt
their lives but are dogged
Others live honorably,
repudiated by their own
(Jesus suffered that
itt TWAT
Ire other blessings which
tly come from God.
n in
SO to speak, wove
sorld at creation. The suc
d the seasons, the beauty
, the marvel of life itbody 5o cramped with
this spirit that can soar
end space; for all these
God because there Ls no
tor. Yet there are also
that come to us through
Parents, brothers and 3,15.
even through our enedouble
ale we can give
Pint we can thank those
these blessings to us—
relatives strangers — and
en thank God. For if you
at a quiet tinie and ask
about any particular blessI say the trust of a little
you imow--ask yourdid this come from, In
ma?
Its We ?bulkier,
thanks to God for the
es for sparing our lives
• ction, for the forgivee
din (the greatest singl
se can have) and for the
glory." But in the brightwe
these great mercies
k the smaller gifts
hands, those lesser mert which the greater
4e. Easiest of all to over
those blessings which
In a time of deep
He may not see what
be
lrt mind—one may
eves to feel that God has
and does not care. But in
God's time—we can look
see our pain in perspecthen we may gratefully
not only did God permit
t it, for reasons even we
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Hamburger,
les Bearer to FREE
This Coupon entit
bowling—
with three games of
French Fries and Coke
BIRD LANES,
RED
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d
ente
pres
when filled out and
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N. 17th St.
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ADDRESS

District Fairgrounds
MAYFIELD
Phone CH 764.64

FUNERAL

ON
FOR EVERY OCCASI

HOME

Weddings - Parties
Birthdays - Funerals

Benton, KY.

ALL SIZES STEEL

Home Decorations

Welcome
Flowers Are Always

1407 Main St.

Service
Telegraph Delivery
Phone LA 7-4261
—
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integrity has been
for precision and
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s effect is do only
by a conscientiou

Reinforcing Rods
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Savings, like an apple tree,
Grows from a single seed,
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Expert Service
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BRAKE SERVICE
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• Mattress • Bo
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1-Day Service

Free Estimates
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• Gas Furnaces
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Mrs. James Acuff
Hostess To Ruth
Class of Benton

SWEDISH
MODERN
SALAD
BOWLS

DANA DUNCAN GIVEN
PARTY ON HER BIRTHDAY
Dana Duncan was honored
Saturday afternoon at the home
of her parents, Rev. and Mrs.
Stanley Duncan at the First
Christian Church parsonage with
a birthday party in honor of her
seventh anniversary.
Delicious birthday cake and
ice cream were served to Frank
Miller, Marla Lassiter, Lois Morgan and Marilyn Wade.

The Ruth Bible Class of the
Benton First Missionary Baptist
Church met Monday night, Nov.
14, at the home of Mrs. James
Acuff, 303 West 9th St.
Mrs. Glen King gave the devotional and Mrs. Luke Ross said
a prayer .The business session
was conducted by Mrs. Glen
King.
The class drew names for "secret pals" to be remembered on
birthdays and other occasions.
Delicious
refreshments
were
served to these members:
Rabbit, quail and grouse huntMesdames Glen King, Luke
Ross, Roy Buchanon, J. H. Mc- ers in Kentucky will take to the
field
today, Nov. 17, as the 1960Neal, Graham McGuire, Russell
McGregor, Warner Adamson, 61 season opens, and Kentucky
Henry Johnston, W. T. McDer- Department of Fish and Wildlife
Resources spokesmen predicted
mott and Paul Kinsey.
The next meeting will be held more plentiful game than ever
year.
this
Dec. 12 at Clymer's Restaurant
Minor Clark, commissioner of
in Paducah. It will be the annual
Christmas party and dinner. the department, said conditions
for hunting were better than
Gifts will be exchanged.
average this season. He said the
general outlook for the state is
good.
An especially good crop of
quail was reported in Western
Kentucky and in some parts of
Southern
Kentucky. Reports
from field men also indicate a
late
of
birds and rabbits
crop
The Women's Christian Fellowship of the First Christian which should bolster the supply.
The fur bearing animal season
Church met Tuesday at the
home of Mrs. Bonnie Chambers opens Nov. 17, permitting hunters
to take these animals bY
for a potluck dinner and progun, dog or trap. There is no
gram.
"History of the Church and limit on fur bearers.
The limit for rabbit is eight
American Indians," was the
topic discussed by Mrs. Ted per day, possession limit 16.
Limit
for quail is 10 per day or
Combs.
Mrs. J. D. Peterson gave the possession of 20.
seasons end Jan.
hunting
All
devotional.
Those attending were Mes- 15.
dames Josie Miller, Ted Combs,
Joe Willams, Clyde Quinn, Ge- CIRCLES OF FIRST
noa Gregory, Zora Stone, Louells Peterson, Dorothy Schmaus, BAPTIST CHURCH DONATE
Addle Griffith, Bonnie Cham- TO FIRE VICTIM FAMILIES
bers, Stanley Duncan and one
The missionary circles of the
visitor, Mrs. Artie Hale.
First Baptist Church gathered
together a box of gifts for the
MRS. FISER HOSTESS TO
families of Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
NORTH MARSHALL CLUB
Cobb and Mr. and Mrs. Bill CossThe North Marshall Home- ler in Benton the first of the
makers Club met Nov. 10 at the week.
home of Mrs. M. B. Fiser. CoBoth families were residing in
hostess was Mrs. Lee Robertson. the house of Miss Lydia Acree's
The devotional was given by Mrs. which burned recently.
Estelle Watkins.
•
The club vice president, Mrs. Ross Acres of Meridian, Miss.,
Ernestine Mathis, conducted the visited Mrs. Louella Peterson in
business session and gave the Benton this week.
lesson on low calorie diets. Mrs.
Lucille Dunnigan gave the landMrs. Arlie Larimer has rescape lesson. The next meeting turned to her home on Route 6
will be held Dec. 8 at Mrs. Dun- from Baptist Hospital, where she
nigan's home.
underwent surgery.

Rabbit and Quail
Hunting Season
Starts Today in Ky.

Potluck Dinner
Is Enjoyed By
Christian Women

Get One

Free Bowl

Large Serving

With Each Fill Up of

BOWL

Shell Gasoline

With Purchase of
OIL CHANGE
and

With TCP
Minimum Purchase of
10 Gallons

SheRubrication

You'll Enjoy Using These Bowls For
SALADS - BUFFETS- CEREALS - CHILI - SOUPS - Etc.
OFFER GOOD FROM NOV. 19 THRU DEC. 24

GET YOURS NOW AT

Thompson's Shell Service
14th and Main Streets
Phone LA 7-9427

506 Main Street
Phone LA 7-9419

Mrs. Vick Hostess
To Eva Eldridge
Circle of Church
The Eva Eldridge Circle of the
First Missionary Baptist Church
met Thursday, Nov. 10, at 7:30
p. m. in the home of Mrs. Raymond Vick.
A brief business session was
conducted by Mrs. Gautie Grace,
circle chairman, after which Mrs
J. Frank Young led in prayer.
Following the business session,
Mrs. Vick led an inspiriing devotional period.
The program, "The Woman's
Witness," was given by Mrs.
Gautie Grace, Mrs. Max Petway,
Mrs. Joe Asher and Mrs. J. Frank
Young. Mrs. Kate Landram led
the closing prayer.
Delicious refreshments were ;
served by the hostess to Mesdames Roy Boyd, Gautie Grace,
Kate Landram, J. F. Young, Joe
Asher, Lorenza Fieldson, Max
Petway. Mrs. Viola Fields of
Louisville was a visitor.
Mrs. Java Gregory had as dinner guests Friday at her home
in Benton her brother, Emmet
Washburn, I. E. Jackson and his
sister, Mrs. Millit,e Perryman.

FARM - CITY WE.
NOV. 18- NOV.
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cars love SHELL

Silv
at Ex
you have ever
the time to get it,
m which you may
ceptionally fine 911
ilcox Division —1

C savings —

but opt

today. Our budget

• WASHING

Mr. Thompson

Invites His Many
Friends and Acquaintances
To Drive in and let him Service
your Car for You with
Shell Products.
He also Invites
the Customers
of Elwc oi Hous3r
to Visit Hint.

0 LUBRICATION

E
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Get Your
with Guaranteed Shellzone

Why do so many of the liveliest cars on the road use a Shell
gasoline with TCP? One
clue is that Shell is America's largest supplier of commercia
l aviation fuels(we have
been for 10 years). And many of Shell's aviation
developments have been carried over
into Shell gasolines. TCP*additive is just one of these
developments. TCP neutralizes
the combustion deposits which make engines run
rough. Why not discover how smooth
your car can run how far you can go on a gallon?
Your Shell dealer is the man to see.
*Trademark for Shell's unique gasoline additive. Gaiioline

containing TCP I. covered by U.S.

Aleut 2889212.

Thompson's Shell Service
506 N. Main St.
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MERCURY - COMET - ENGLISH FORD

RILEY MOTOR SALES

708 Main St.,Ph.LA 7-2781
Shelton of Detroit has
ging in the home of Mr.
Jones Hendrick at

Eiey of Denver, Colo.,
Ile weekend in Benton
mother, Mrs. Rennie

Elwood Houser, operator of
Houser's Shell Service Station
on Main Street near the railroad
tracks, was slugged and robbed
early Tuesday morning.
Houser said the robber or robbers took about $180. He said
he never saw his slugger.
I He said he opened the station
office about 8 a. m., and then
went to the grease rack. As he
went to the rack, he was slugged from behind and knocked
unconscious.
He was found by City Policeman Jones, who helped revive
him. Houser was not seriously
hurt, and was able to work the
remainder of the day.

PECIAL
livery

"Your Goodwill is Our Greatest Asset"

Here and There
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Nall are the
parents of a daughter, Deneta Jo
born Nov. 8 at the Murray Hospital.
Michael Hall has returned to
Ft. Bragg, N. C., after visiting
in the home of his mother, Mrs.
Wm. Riley. Mrs. Hall and baby
are staying in the home of her
sister, Mrs. T. F. LeVan for three
months while Michael remains in
service.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Egner of Benton attended the bedside of his
daughter, Mrs. Joe Inman, at
Baptist Hospital Thursday of the
past week. Mrs. Inman, a resident of Calvert City, underwent
major surgery.

Ms. Fred Cole of Benton Route
was honored with a personal
shower in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Russell McGregor Thursday morning, Nov. 10, from 10 to
12 o'clock. Mrs. Charles Jackson
and Mrs. ICY McGregor were cohostesses.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Cole was recently destroyed by fire.
After the many lovely gifts
were opened and admired, delicious refreshments were served.
Those participating in the
shower were Mesdanles Alton
Darnell, Prentice Fisher, James
Gipson, Bob Cone, Bill Thompson, Eddie Green, B. J. Harrison, H. C. Wood, Jamie Morgan,
Onyx Riley, Bob and Duck
Bolen.
Brooks and Henry McGregor,
Paul Burd, Horace Sledd, Vernon
Chandler, Johnny English, John
Thompson, Jessie S. Cole.
Misses Polly Green, Mary Lee
Smothers, Cinda Green, Master
Chris Green and the hostess.

Chumbler, Alice Bailey, Priscilla
Greer, Margaret &Anion, Nancy
Story, Margie Clayton, Marilyn
Wyatt, Lisa Gregory, Sandra
Call, Linda Housman, Shirley
Buriceen, Mary Oliver, Bernadette Clark, Janice Hill, Judy
North Marshall FHA Chapter Downing, Glenda Pugh.
held its formal initiation of new
Sandra Colson, Janda Baker,
members Nov. 10. The setting
consisted of a bouquet of red Shirley Bowman, Charlotta Burroses on a table covered with keen, Shirley Camp,Judy Harper,
white linen. The table also held Annette Waldrop, Barbara Watnine candles; eight white and kins, Brenda Rudolph, Meredith
one red, each symbolizing a pur- Lee, Suzette McDougal, Linda
Baker, Frances Hamm, Evelyn
pose.
Draffen, Gene Sclllion, Connie
Chapter mothers selected were Story, Louise Donohoo.
Mmes. Chloe Howard, Athol
RayStory and Raymond Clayton. Mrs. Roy Downing, Mrs.
The chapter beau is Elden Wade. mond Claytitn and Mrs. Mary
After the meeting refresh- Cole.
ments were served to the following.
Subscribe to The Courier
Sherry Vessels, Virginia

No. Marshall FHA
Chapter Initiates
Mrs. Viola Fields and son Wal- Group of Members

ter Fields of Louisville, spent
several days the last of the week
in Benton with Henry and Marvin Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Puckett
of Dexter Route 1 celebrated
their Golden Wedding anniversary Sunday, Nov. 13, with an
all-day open house and luncheon
at noon at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Frank parrish
in Calloway County, near the
Palestine Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Clay Egner, who
have been residing in Detroit
for many years, are visiting in
this county and Paducah. They
plan to locate here.

Charity Class Has
Meeting At Home
Of Mrs. Jack Cole
Members of the Charity Sunday School Class of the First
Missionary Baptist Church met
in the home of Mrs Jack Cole
Monday night.
The living room was attractively decorated with arrangements of fall flowers.
The meeting was opened with
a devotional given by Daisy
Durham. Sarah Julen presided
during the business session, in
which many things were discussed and voted on for the class
to do.
During the meeting in October, new officers and group lead-

ers were elected and are as follows:
Sarah Julen, president; Betty
Farris, vice president; Marie
Mathis, secretary; Daisy Durham, treasurer; group leaders,
Mary Bennett, Janice Hendrickson and Bernice Lilly.
Those present were Mesdames
C. D. Clayton, Jerry Bennett,
Burl Flatt, Bobby Hendrickson,
James Binkley, Jimmy Lilly,
Howard Durham, Jimmy Mathis,
Clifford Julen; Misses Susan
Cole, Ann Knight and the hostess.
Mrs. Ronnie Cole was confined
at home during the weekend by
illness.
Tom R. Jones was confined to
his home last and this week by
illness.

PUBLIC NOTICE!oafeON THE PREMISES! EVERYTHINVAO!
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Regular $14.95 Value
Now

nleash your Ebonite
do Bowling
tch it crash the pin
with more explosiv-i
Ion
ycur FREE BOOKLET "BetEwling" (with individual
sheet at your Don't°

bonhle

HUNTS
thletic Goods
Pia1.1Sylk

DIAMONDS!WATCHES!JEWELRY!
aFOR?

,VER-TO-SE-FORGOTTEN SAVINGS! )'HIS IS THE -OPPORTUNITY YOU'VE SEEN WAITING
BUY FOR YOURSELF; FOR INVESTMENT! Buy Now! CLOSE OUT!.

Magnificent
Silverplated Trays
at Exceptional Savings! now
you have ever tonged for • truly beautiful serving tray,
assortment
ii the time to get it. Here are only a few in the wide
in that
Iron v. hieh yost may choose. All exquisitely made -all
craftsmanship of the Webster.
exceptionally fine wilverplate and
these
ifikos Division - International Silver Company - all at
big savings - but only as long as our present stock lasts. Come
in today. Our budget terms are very liberaL
All prices include Federal Tax

If

Bulova, Hamilton, Elgin, LongineWittnauer, Gruen, Benrus!

WERE NEVER PRICED LOWER THAN THIS!
1847 Rogers
60 Pieces
Service for 8

$58.88
With Chest

EIVSATION/
Expansion
Watch Bands
$1.78
Ladles' or
Gent's

Sterling
Salt and
Pepper

$4.88
Cross and Chain
Now Will I.
$14.115 $20.00
18.115 22.50
20.93 27.50
26.50
1995.
e :^ase I Footed 23.93 31.50

c.iared

C^ased
'has,: Footed

Now Will Bo
AMERICAN ROSE
$14.55 $20.00
11- Round, Chased
16.95 2750
13- Round, Chased
20.95 27.50
13 Round, Chased, Footed i9.55 26.50
IS.Round. Chased
23.95 31.50
Footed
chased,
bound.
15"

EVERYBODY GETS A BARGAIN!

Sterling or G.

$16.88

$16.88

$1.88

Feature Lock
BRIDAL SETS
$39.88

6-Diamond
BRIDAL SETS
Reg.
$59.88
s„.50

PRINCESS
RINGS

$14.88

WRITTEN GUARANTEE WITH EVERY PURCHASE!

. 84R04/N!
Speidel
IDENTS
Boys or Girls

$3.88
SPEC/At!"

Ladies 20- Diamond
Elgin Watch
Reg. $150.00

Toastmaster
Steam and
Dry Iron

$118.88
Gents' Lord Elgin
Yellow Gold

Ladies' 21 Jewel
Bulova Watch

$59.88

$47.88

Ironing Board

Reg. 659.50

FREE

875.00

$13.88

BILLFOLDS
Ladies'
and
Gents'
$1.88

59,01. ROGERS
Feeding Set

98c

ITS NOW OR NEVER FOR VALUES LIKE THESE!
Every

Values

2.50
ne

Y2

AT THE LOWEST PRICES ever OFFERED!!

Reg.

88c

Carat Solitaire
$119.88
White or Yellow

WATCH ES
Ladies' 17 Jewel
Dress Watch
With Expansion Rand

Wedding
Banda

$29.88

NATIONALLY FAMOUS MAKES INCLUDED

Gents' 17-Jetwel
Shock and Water-Proof
Anti-magnetic

Ladies'
14K Gold

Solitaire Sets
With Band

ALL NAME BRANDS!

MYSTERY PACKAGES

TO

47.50
over
es
ooth
see.

DutmoNDs

SAVLUP TO 75c' ae DOLLAR

Mrs. Robert McCormick and
infant have returned to their
home in Gilbertsville from Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mrs. J. P. Smith and Mrs.
James Gillihan visited Mrs. Arlie Larimer at Baptist Hospital
in Paducah last week.

fr ittIAL!

ATION

Sales & Service

Benton, Ky.

Shower Held for
The Fred Coles, Who
Lost Their Home

EAT COVERS

sers Sh

Gas Station
Man Slugged
And Robbed

Evindude Motors - Fabuglas Boats

$2.50 at retail
Every one g uaranteed to contain at leastRings
valued up
Diamond
and some packages will have
Jewelry, Diamond Rings,
to $47.50 each ... Yes, Watches,
in, pick a package. You
etc., all at one price . . . Corn*
possibly lose! Additional items from all departments

There Are
HUNDREDS
of OTHER
Sensational
Bargains
in This Sale!
COME IN and Look
Around for

Choice Saving

Buy

YOU CAN'T LOSE WHEN YOU
SHOP AT ROGERS - BUY NOW!

A
Bargain!
Buy
Now
and
Save!

can't
Included at this time.

Business
Of
Out
Going
NOT
Are
-We
ED
GUARANTE
ARTICLE
EVERY
8:30
Till
Nights
Friday
and
Monday
Open

Paducah, Kentucky

The Marshall Courier,

AUCTION SALE: Saturday, Nov.1f3EPTIC Taint and grease trap
Call Pat Wilkins
19, at 10 a. m. (rain or shine) cleaning.
rtsc
at home of Rhoda Smith near LA7-7221.
Benton
and
Mayfield
Brewers on
highway. Household furniture
FREE'S
and farming tools. Also an- EXPERT WATCH REPAIRING
tiques.
Highway 68
ltpd
- Gifta - All
Jewelry
Bands
own
your
start
Let us help you
Raleigh business. Others who work guaranteed. Open from
9 p. m. Phone LA7-8062
have started, earning more than a. m.
ever before. Vacancy now in Large enough to serve you -of
City
Small enough to appreciate.
N. Marshall Co., and
Benton. Write Raleigh, Dept.
BITCH & BECKY FREE
KYK-921-569, Freeport, Ill.
Stp12-15
WATCH & GIFT SHOP
FOR SALE-Two Reconditioned
living room couches. Bargain.
Benton Auto Upholstery, 204
East 13th St., Benton, phone LA
rtsc
7-8466.

FOR SALE-or LEASE-3 bedroom and 2 bath nome. Close to
town. See or call Graves Lamprtsc.
kins at LA 7-3441.

FOR SALE-Nice home in ParkWHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED view Heights. See on call at Kinrtsz.
We buy white oak standing tim- ney Appliance Co.
ber, custom logs, custom stave
for
us
Contact
bolts.
and heading
prices and specifications. L. C.
ISEADEITQL
Engle, Buyer, Tel. 5-2765, Martin,
Tenn. C. A. Lewis, Buyer, TeL
C.lapel 7-1812, Mayfield, Ky.
rtsc
SPECIAL SALE ON
SEAT COVERS

KENTUCKY LAKE
PROPERTIES

294 East 13 th St.,
Phone LA 7-8466

ond most honored
feast day . .. a day
of family gatherings, cranberry
sauce and usually too much turkey. To a closewhich
ly-knit family, it's a day of fun and one,
true to our tradition, is observed by gathering
everthe clan together and diving into that
present bird. All of us at Southern Bell hope
you have a wonderful Thanksgiving Day and
—Happy Eating!
•

•

•

3
OWn2

The tobacco grower has a fourfold responsibility In the handling and use of his marketing
card during the tobacco marketing season, says Renloe Rudolph,
of the Marshall County ASC Office.
The grower's chief responsibilities are as follows:
First, the marketing card must
be used to identify all tobacco
marketed from the farm for
which it was issued.
Second, the marketing card
must not be left in the possession of the buyer.
Third, the marketing card
must be returned to the ABC
county office when all tobacco
from the farm has been marketed or when all memorandums
in the card have been used.
Fourth, all farmers must return their marketing cards to
the county office within 30 days
after the close of the markets in
their area.
Observe these responsbllities,
says Mr. Rudolph, and you help
to assure fair treatment for all
in the marketing of tobacco under the acreage allotment and
marketing quota program.

CAI
GET A

Relieve aches and pains of colds with
STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
Also use as gargle for sore throat
due to colds. STANBACK'S S. A.
(Synergistic Action) reduces fever,
brings faster. more complete relief.
Remember...Snap back with
STANBACK!

WITH

STATE FARM
INSURANCE
State Farm offers a 10% discount
on car insurance for most compact
cars. And this 10% discount applies
to collision, comprehensive, and liability coverages. Eligible small cars
include all Comets, Corvairs,
Falcons; most Larks, Ramblers,
Valiants, and many imports. Small
car owners get this 10% saving in
addition to the rock-bottom rates
and top-notch service' that have
made State Farm the world's largest car insurer. Call your nearby
State Farm "Family Insurance
Man"_today.

Guaranteed by
Good Ileaseneeptng

UNITED
o United SCIENCE FUND
o United INCOME Fund

WADDELL & REED, INC.
unPdreinrcwirpLi
g.
l
144041,11,Lit
West 18.1hty555..Bmido.
20Ka

Phone FO 2-4111
AND, if your youngsters can't come home
for Thanksgiving, why
not call them and say
hello over the holidays.
Long-distance rates are
low with extra bargains
after 6 PM and on Sundays. It's fun to keep in
touch by telephone.

Gilbmtsville. Ky.
2LIIMBING & HEATING
SERVIC13
All types of repairs and instalAlso contract jobs.
lations.
Free Estimates. Gas work a specialty. Gaylon Burd,
rtsc
Phone LA7-7402.

Rottgering's
Food Center
2600 Old Cairo Rd.

We pay top prices for

Style Foods - Delicious
Short Orders - Steaks
Sandwiches
Located at 7th
and Main Streets
Benton, Ky.

ducks,

turkeys,

geese and dry fed beef.
We custom kill, proand freeze your

cess

beef or will sell you top
quality corn fed Angus
or Hereford beef, cut,

CITY -

•

*

FILBECK & CANN

49c lb.

FUNERAL HOME
Completely Air Conditioned, with Air
Conditioned, Oxygen Equipped
Ambulance

ACHING MUSCLES
Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
muscles with STANBACK Powders or Tablets. STANBACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic Action) brings
faster, more complete relief from
...Snap back
pain. Remember.
with STANBACK!

Phones LA 7-2001 and LA 7-2091
Kentucky

Benton

Zemo Great for
Minor Burns,Cuts

1020 Main

Zemo, a doctor's formula, liquid
or ointment, soothes, helps heal
minor burns, cuts, br.LLses. Farad,
antiseptic, eases itch of surface
rashes, eczema, teen-age pimples,
athlete's foot. Stops scratching,so
aids faster healing. For stubborn
cases, get Extra Strength Zemo.

•
Millwork
•
Masonry

•
"Gift, fiir •
All Di

LA 7-3801

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE COMPANY
Horne Office: Bloomington,

VAE, YOUR OLD
REBUILD
• Mattress • Box Springs
• Cushions

Mutual urn akto

Mutual Fund Shares

STATE fail
FARM
MUTUAL

WADDELL 8. REED, INC.
Princioa/ Und•rwritars

WADDELL 8 ER
I

Fn..)

BOBBY C. DII3
ALBERT HILL
Benton I 1208 Broadway, Pain
213 W. 12th

WEST KENTUCKY RURk1
ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE

Free Estimates

1-Day Service

Se•-•kor Fire Gentles. Graves, Marshall. falesa

99

West Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co.
Dial 3-7323
1136 S. 3rd, Paducah, Ky.

Wallboard
•
Lumber

LES
her Bindgs
ordance
field
r Covers

J. Homer Solomon
Local Agent

YOU'LL ENJOY "The Thread of Life", newest TV program in the Bell Telephone Hour Science Series, Friday
night, December 9, over NBC-TV. If you're interested in
the mysteries of heredity, how we inherit our personalities,
the characteristics of our parents, our chances of having an
exact double, how many new babies will be boys or girls,
and lots of other fascinating facts about the science of
genetics, put a big red circle around December 9 on your
calendar and check your newspaper for time and channel.

wrapped and frozen.

Carlisle, Hickman.
Orr.1 ON CALL DUTY FOR SERVICE ISOM
MATIM
DIAL LA 7-2981

Too tense
too tired
to be a real
companion
to your
husband?

1.TS STRANGE! I DON'T
RECOGNIZE -11-kIS
NEIGHBORHOOD'. I MUST'
NAIE WALKED MO
PAW

- GULP--r! I BEER
t'M LoS
/4SK SomEEMY -CO ME
ME FIND MY WRY BAcK
BEFORE t-r GEYs DARK

vslo„__N-r SOmEoNE
Msi tOor'S LUNCH WAGOtl-eg
NOO CPN Grf DEUCCUSCiNt
HOT MEALS FOR ONLY 35
1,15
INCLUDING -frIE
?
-rED
S
II.,
EVER
'VW

FOUNDATION
TO ROOF
We Have It!

DO YOU KNOW WHY-- A family of Girls Is Embarrassing at Times?

SLEEP 8 HOURS—WAKE UP TIRED?
When due to simple iron-deficiency anemia, take Pinkham Tablets. Rich in iron, they start to
strengthen your blood in one day!

NDCRAFI

v. 117

Phone LA 7-2491 - Beaton. Hy
'TRI.11 •
'14
KNox • Mi 27
o
Ebony color.
• Picture mess 282
rectangular pctl.re a

EXPLORE KENTUCKY
Special women's medicine can relieve
"hot flashes", weakness, nervousness
...then you can enjoy life fully again!
Has change-of-life left you so
weak you feel only "half" alive?
Suffocated by "hot flashes", constantly tense...so you can't be an
affectionate wife and mother?
Don't despair! Lydia Pinkbam's
Compound can relieve both tension and physical distress! In doctor's tests, Pinkham's gave dramatic help-without costly shots!
Irritability is soothed. "Hot
flashes"subside.Then most women
can go "smiling through" changeof-life without suffering!
If change-of-life ha.s left you
only "half" a woman, get Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
from druggists. See how fast you
can feel "all woman" again!

TABLE T

TALITI FO.
LD'S FIN
FORMA NC

From

Lumber Company

28,
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_SALLY SNICKERS
SALIS SURE KNCWS
ADVER11SING I SHE
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For faster, more complete relief of
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains,
take STANBACK Tablets or Powders.
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
- the combined action of several
medically-approved ingredients in
one easy-to-take dose-eases anxiety
and tension, starts bringing reiief
right away. 5„0 24e4
Test
STA N SAC K
against any
preparation
POWDERS
you've ever
used
Owcrt Peke,—
eurier Mau

FLORENCE GIBBS, Realtor
Highway 641

Mrs. van
a business 7ini
_t
:
Saturday and
/14
newed her
Courier.

BIG
SAVING!

In planning your family gathering, remember to let your
telephone work for you. Handle all those last minute
details by phone—it's so much easier.

Lots, homes, cottages and
business places

Only 88 and up installed. Prices
good Sept. 29 through Oct. 20.
BENTON AUTO UPHOLSTERY

HARVEST FESTIVALS have been celebrated
by many nations down through history. In
America, the Pilgrims, after much hardship in
a new land, set aside a special day of Thanksgiving. Today, this
is probably our sec-

COLDS

GOTTA

Tobacco Grower
Has Marketing
Card Responsibility

Benton, Kentucky, Norentit

q199.9-

ENJOY FALL VACATION FUN

IN KENTUCKY
VACATION PARKS
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EXPLORE KENTUCKY

THE RHYMING ROMEOS
MV CPR NEEDS FIXING....
MN,/ WIFE'S DRIVING IT
DowN,

By H. T.
1
ty1,
FIXING

ZENITH QUAL!
FEATURES
20.000 volts of pi
Cr • Sunshine, Pi
• Target Turret I
Cinelensli Riture
Tone Control •'
ooled" Power Transf
Pul8Push or off
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WSG To
Christmas
On Dec. 8
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Stoves
• Sand and Gravel
• Limestone Roo,
• Fertilizers

Calvert City, k
Phone EX543g3

FUNDSN
vestment F`und
literator• rw weld las •No„

00.,,111,1

United ACCUMULATIVE
United CONTINENTAL hid

L & REED, INC.
Principal
Underwriters

40 kw $t
New York I. ka
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• Sorry

Books
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Books
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fp Concentration
Books
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y
loser Covers • Sunda
Lesson
• Notes for 1961
family"
-Gifts for every member of the

MOREHEAD BROS.

SPECIALS
for your

111A1116GIVAG
op
Fresh

BEST KNOWN BIRD IN THE U.S.A.

TURKEYS Oysters
LB,53C 85c
ROAST lb. 39c
12-0z. Jar

ys
We Also Will Have Field's Turke

Avaninvs(WV AVUH1.1
er Protein Beef
Tend
Swift's
KINIO

Fresh Lean Boston Butt

K
POaRK

Mayfield, Ky.

11
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Church Ruth Class

The Ruth Class of the Hamlet
eslevan Service Guild of
h
•ea- Methodist Churc Baptist Church met Thursday
of
Mrs.
home
night,
Nov. 10, at the home of
the
10 in
bster, with Mrs. Edison Mrs. James Henson. The devotional was given by Betty Turner
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and prayer was given by Rita
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A group discussion was held
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by prayer by Mrs. J. F. hostess.
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s Talmadge Story,
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Mrs. James Henson
Hostess to Hamlet

SIRLOIN STEAKS
T-BONE STEAKS

Mutual und Shore

Duncan Hines

WADDELL & REED,

Princioal Und•ntrihn

BOBBY C. DEEM
nton 1 1200 Broadway, Paducah

TV SPECIALS

TUCKY RURAL

•PERAUVE CORP
Calloway
as. Graves, Marshall,
e, Hickman.
TROUBLE
UTY FOR SERVICE
MAYFIELD

Don't Miss

NEW
OPMENT

These

USED
SPECIALS

ALL NEW 1961

SOmEoNE -OWE mt

VAGON^W
LS LUNCH DEuciOUS
1) CAt•I
35CM,
NIEALS FOR ONLY PIES
NEST
r
wpiNG -rrIE

evoz
wirt,

Boxes

59,

R;17,1-

$12995

RAISINS
15 Oz. Pkg. 25'
•

AVE SIG

liANOCRAFTED QUALITY
SAVES

YOU MONEY!

save on fewer
Service calls.
* greater oeeratibg
5rLdependability, be
all connec75 in Zenith's Hand'afted Chassis are
, ,red, band sold -

OTHER

YOU

Elmo

Silver Dale

LIMA BEANS
10 Oz. Box 19c

Fresh

COCONUTS

Libby's Fresh

0111Y $24995

ZENITH QUALITY
FEATURES
,
• 20,000 volts of pictur
Cower •SunshineS Picture
Tube • Target Turret Tuner
• Cinelens,X Picture Glass
!Tone Control • "Fin
.rooled" Power Transformer
Pugrpush on/off control

USED TV
SETS
$3500 Up
Guaranteed
Reconditioned

NNEY APPLIANCE CO.
Benton, KY.

GREEN PEAS
10 Oz. Box 19c
10
CUT CORN

Fresh Crisp California

CELERY stalk 10c

ON FROZEN FOODS

Reg. $629.95

q229.95

CRISCO
3 Lb. Can 79c

Del Monte

food shop here and

-

01.1115 4S
WASHES
ii

With Each Purchase

PRUNES
16 Oz. Pkg. 35c

21" Picture Tube

g
"
0E0
D

STAMPS

Monte

Record Player

TRIM STYLI:Ct.
The KNOX • Model F271C
'n Ebony color. 23" overa
lg. octure meas. 282 se
- rectangular picture area

ONLY s71C

50 FREE TV

ICE CREAM
1-2 gal. 69c

Radio and

voe

Lb. q°9

Plu

1960 Model Console
Stereophonic - HI Fidelity
Combination

,

89c

Swift's Park Lane

1—ONLY

,
141/11

Lb.

Giant Size

Courier Journal Thursday Paper
With Coupon From Paducah and

ZENITH

ANDCRAFTED
QUALITY FOR
ORLD'S FINEST
ERFORMANCE!

2

CAKE MIX

2-YR.-OLD

TABLE TV

17, 1960

Col. White

Fresh, Crisp

ONIONS

RADISHES

Each

2 Pkgs.

2 Lbs.

1Oc

19c

15c

Ocean Spray Fresh

Silver Dale Fresh

°Z. Box

Silver Dale

BRUSSELS SPROUTS 10

°Z. Box

19'
19c

11111MIERa

IJ'TOTE

Cranberries 1

Lb.
Pkg.

19c

FOOD.CENTER
SUPER MARKET
Kentucky

Draffenville 'Y'

y ,Nov. 23
Will Be Open Next Wednesda

55.

The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, Not,0414

Sledd Creek Lady
Dies At Age of 82

The body was sent to Chicago,
where a second service was held.
Burial was in Thornton,
Cemetery. •
sos es 07
She was
Funeral services for Mrs. Presbyterian a member of the
Church.
Leauesa Rose Peterson, 82, who
Mrs. Peterson is survived by
died Nov. 12 at her home in the six daughters, one of whom
The young adult Sunday
is
Stedd Creek area, were held Miss Rosemary Peterson of Gil- School Class of the Pleasan
t
Monday afternoon at the P11- bertsville; two sons
and one Grove Methodist Church enterbeck-Cann Funeral Chapel. Rev, brother.
tained Saturday night with a
George Hubbard officiated.
housewarming at the home of
subseribe te The Conner
same as fer carpentering—meaMr. and Mrs. Talmadge Riley, DEAR MISTER EDITOR:
who recently moved into their
There ain't no accounting fer sure twice and saw once.
three bedroom brick house; also a woman, especial if
Well, the fellers at the country
youre marMr. and Mrs. Donnie Jo Sutherstore Saturday night set in
land and Mr. and Mrs. Bob Lents ried to her. My old lady said she judgment on several items. Like
who also have new attractive was going to town this morning I told you onct afore, when they
to do some "window" shopping.
houses.
git down to business I'd trust
There were 29 guests present Shore enough, when she come 'em a heap more'n I'd trust a
home
afterno
this
she
on
hadn't
and each couple was presented
bunch of them Congressmen.
bought a dad-burned thing.
a lovely gift by the class.
Fer instant, Saturday night
And I'll bet she pestered the
Coffee, cold drinks and cookdaylights out of half the store they was agreed that about 90
ies were served.
clerks in town. Why is it that per cent of the reckless drivers
winunen is always going "win- on our highways spends half
SPARE-COMBS
dow" shopping? I ask her the their time looking to the rear infront.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Combs of same question and she said fer stead of looking in
Benton wish to invite their the same reason a man was al- They're watching fer highway
friends and relatives to attend ways going fishing and didn't patrolmen.
the wedding of their son, David catch nothing. I was sorry I ever
Its got so a big rear view mirCombs and Miss Verna Deane mentioned it to her in the first ror and one on each fender is as
Spare,
Thursda
importa
y,
Nov. 244.
nt to them folks as the
place.
Basement of Filbeck Building
The ceremony will be said at
It's hard to say, Mister Editor, motor. Ed Doolittle allowed as
the
First
Christi
how
an
most
Church
of 'em ain't scared of
in
Benton, Ky.
how far I'd have got in life if
Benton at three o'clock in the
I'd followed the advice a car- nothing no more except gitting
afternoon by the pastor, Rev.
penter give me one time. He said caught and fined by the highway
Stanley Duncan
the best rule fer talking was the patrol. He resolved that the state
bolt a big over-size cash register
on the front of ever patrol car
fer extra effect.
Zeke Grubb amended the resolution to call fer a spotlight over
it after dark and the fellers
passed it unanimous.
You seldom see practical solutions like that come out of a session of the Congress, Mister
Editor.
Afore the fellers got off the
highway problem and got onto
somepun else, Cle m Webster
give 'em his new recipe fer making a missle weapon. He says it
don't take but two ingredients
and both is plentiful. Put horseNo. 120 As Shown
power under the hood and a
jackass under the wheel and you
got it.
Warm Morning
I see by the papers where the
Features
head
of a big equipment comHe has just been awarded a
pany in Cleveland has perfected
Complete combustion bea stapling machine fer surgery
cause of patented fluetremendous quantity of hardoperations. It's the size of a
brick lining, heats 5 rooms,
small pair of pliers and he says
holds fire overnight, 100to-get Army Surplus.
It cuts down the time fer a operlb. capacity.
ation by half. I reckon the time
ain't too fur off when a feller
will have to go to a Office supply
place to git his operation fer
SURPLUS.— NOT441N0 BUT ITARGAINS,/
apendicitis.
Yours truly,
Uncle Ned.

Housewarming Held
At Pleasant Grove
Church for Couples

Uncle Ned
From Dogtown

WE ARE HAPPY

To Recognize and Endorse

FARM CITY WEEK

RENO SHOE SHOP

In Time For Cold Weather

AGAIN..

The Ruth Sunday School class
of the First Missionary Baptist
Church held its regular monthly
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Robert O'Mar.
The president of the class,
Mrs. Preston Dunlap, presided
at the meeting.
Mrs. J. Frank Young installed
the recently elected officers and
gave the devotional, a part of
the installation service, "Duty
and Service As Officer and Class
Member."
Members present were: Mesdames Fred Willie, Smith Dunn,
Charles Smith, Edward Mathis,
Clint Castleberry, Preston Dunlap, John Gay, James Gillihan,
Louis Lilly, Robert O'Mar and
Mrs. J. Frank Young was a
guest.

Army Heaters Known
Commercially As

WARM
Morning
Heaters
$34.95
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LET'S ALL JOIN
Together and Make

FARM - CITY
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24

THE BEST EVER
Let's All Pull Together
Marshall County.
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"Am sells Is the only thingi
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oat of dm last word."

Marshall County Tax
Commissi

Farm-City Week
NOV. 18- 24
A TIME TO RECOGNIZE
The Need for Cooperation Between

EVERY fOUNIRt BO
DAY U STORES

BARGAIN
DAY

Bargain
e Center
Of The
Ow-11We

Jack Perlman went by plane
last week to Detroit on a threeday business trip.

of Our Part In Serving All the People of

4
"
2 ak
"Now lees draw your dad
aside to talk about that job
in his

Looking at it another way, in the last ten years gasoline taxes have skyrocketed 51%—yet the
price of gasoline itself has risen only 5.5% during the
same period.
$78 a year for gasoline taxesi Gallon
by gallon,
these taxes add up to a lot of money. Each
year the
average motor vehicle owner in this state pays
178 for
gasoline taxes alone. That's just a few dollars
less than
the average week's pay for most people!

-

Curtis

Reynol.

Best Service In Town

Over Their Recent Rambler and Merc
ury Sales
UP GO NEW CAR SALES! DOW
N COME USED CAR PRICES.
ung
ot
cnoinin.e-o111",
R.---"
We Are Trading for So Many Fine
Used Cars That We Are
of Room!! To Make Room We Are
Cutting Prices to the Bone.
Look - Try - Buy!!

AT BOONE
,MES MASON
DAHL

4

DIAME

BAKER

Tens of
thousands of
believers shouted
his praises.

Listed Below Are A Few of Our Used
Car s.
• 1960 MERCURY Four Door
• 1959 MERCURY
Montclair
• 1960 AMERICAN Station
Wagon
• 1959 RAMBLER Four Door
• 1959 VOLKSWAG
EN
• 1958 PONTIAC Four SunRoof
Door
• 1958 MERCURY Four
Door
• 1958 CHEVROLET
Four Door
• 1958 CHEVROLET
Tudor
• 1957 CHEVROLE
T Four Door
• 1957 FORD Four
Door
• 1957 BUICK Four Door

HIGHWAYS AND GASOLINE TAXES
Your gasoline retailer, naturally, favors
construction of
the roads that the motoring public
needs. He believes
in fair and reasonable taxation
for
tttia
purpose but
feels that taxes on gasoline have now
reached unreasonably high levels. He also believes
that
all
special
taxes
on the motorist should be used
poses. Yet last year, out of everyonly for highway purautomobil
e
tax
dollar
collected by the Federal Government
from highway
users, more than 40 cents went for
non-highway purposes. If these automotive tax revenue'
were dedicated
for highway purposes, there would
latest increase in the federal gasolinebe no need for the
tax-

eAssmad in the
public interest
by the Gasoline Tax
Education Committee
573 Lexington A••••••
Haw Yak Now York

ntucky
Y AND FRIDAY
Starts Thursday '7

4=1

„.111.
.Itto 111M
1111111
.,---,/./ a i'sott***7.701
4.7Z*"'
,
* '.

Your gasoline retailer—who
must collect these taxes
from you—feels that gasoline
taxes are much too high.
More and more, thinking people
are coming to agree.
What do you think?

Phillips lhps Station

'115rA52E2
Hatcher Auto -Sales Is All Up In The Air

11111111111111
1111111IIIIIIMIIIIMIIIM

In Kentucky, car owners pay
$1.10 tax on every 10 gallons
of gasoline they buy.
Does a tax this high—on a
basic commodity like gasoline
—really make sense? Gasoline
taxes in this state amount to
a 50% sales tax—and that's
over five times as high as the
tax rate on luxuries like diamonds and mink coats.
How did gasoline taxes get
so high? Well, since World
Gasolln• taxa*
War II, there have been three
up 51%
increases in the federal gasoIn tan yowls
line tax alone.This brought the
Federal tax to 4 cents a gallon, in addition to the State
tax of 7 cents a gallon.

We Cm,
.1/th, Paducah. Ky.

MIS VERNE'S

OR Ay

Gasoline
Tot

for F

T., NOV. 19
12:52 -4:38 -8:24

on 10 gallons of gasoline
................i..i,„,„„:„.„,„,.„
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Marshall County With a
Complete Filling Station
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:HEARING

WE ARE PROUD

CASTLEBERRY S

_,_

We Bring

Farm Folk and City Folk

IN

You payli)
kitax

of you know,
20% Discount
hearing aids

WI or Write

Home Oc ARmY

My Neighbors

NATIONAL
MOUSE
19.70-1959

Miss Ruth Wallace of Frankfort, Ky., spent the weekend in
Benton in the home of her par-

1/00
0

COUNTRY
BOY
DOES
IT!

Third and
Kentucky
In
Paducah

Ruth Class Holds
Meeting At Home
Of Mrs. O'Mar

Tv,

• 1956 OLDSMOBILE Four Door
• 1956 FORD Four Door Sedsli
Sedan
pwr
• 19
956 pFOR
ONTIA
DTc FourudorS
• 1956
• 1955
• 1955
•• :1999535545

CHEVROLET Hardtop
OLDSMOBILE Four Ner
MERCURY Hardtop
rFoDFur000urrfDoosed;:oor:k
F0YMUTH

• 1954 CHEVROLET Pick EP
•
CADILLAC
• 1953 PLYMOUTH Tudor So'

See These Fine Used
Cars Today At

'Hatcher Auto Sal
515 So. 12th
StreetPhone PLaza 34961
— SEE AUBREY
HATCHER or BERT
PARRISH

IWITAINONS
JAGGER &RIO
PAGE :7701D
SMITH

.- FRI.
Starts 3:19-9:25—

n, Kentacky,

The Marshall Courier, Benton, Kentucky, November
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fitted int0 our who/e ecancasic
structure. Soznegne observed
that a hem is really a one.
legged animal, for when one leg
fails the whole horse -fails.
in terms of the Wonder if agriculture isn't someamount of Work- thing like a horse too and we
tome required to have to keep all parts working
buy the families' well all the linl?
food. This leaves
more money left
Want .to know what the
over to buy experts think? They. believe
autos, refrigerator s, furniture
and other goods
that keep our
industrial wheels
t Balsa turning at a high
and give employment to
people who can buy more
L where agrien/..
oI
anudnftr
co
efficiency is low, such a
number of their people are
tion that
ed in food produc
is not enough labor left
to make the consumer
that make for easy, pleas.
nog nor customers to buy
inefficient agriculture is
reason for the failure of
underdeveloped country
e world. But, agriculture
not become efficient of
Its the machinery, fertichemicals, roads to marow-how, bankers, organmarkets and many, many
that have been built and

Tax Commissioner

0 ALL HEARING AID USERS

y Week
.$

ost of you know, for the past three years we have
20% Discount on all hearing aid batteries for all
es of hearing aids and hearing glasses.

— 24
COGNIZE

w We Bring You an Even Better Deal
HEARING AID BATTERIES
live November 1 all of our hearing aid batteries will
e
Id at the normal recommended retail price. Pleas
your receipts of duplicate sales slips on each batter,'
a
hue as they will be redeemable at full value on
hearing aid purchase from us. Hold your receipts and
ng aid
will apply as full allowance on your new heari
acing glasses at time of purchase.

eration Between
City Folk

Teat
or Write for Further Information and Free

RHODES HEARING
AID SERVICE
We Give Top Value Stamps

II
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Dial 444-6446

9th, Paducah, Ky.
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Here Is Your Opportunity
To Be Well Dressed
For Fall & Winter
And
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SAVE!

For the Price of
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THE ONE-MAN WAR
AGAINST INC COMANCHEROS

JULES VERSES

COiAANCHIE
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'PAT BOONE
JAMES MASON
4[1)01. Gum BAKER
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Color

Cartoon

HIM! I II HIM!
...Three
women
damned
his soul!

thousands of
believers shouted

1 Plus $1w
Mix 'em or Match 'em Suits,
Sport Coats and Slacks or Topfor
coats. Buy one, get another
or
only $1.00. Buy 2 yourself
the
bring a friend and share
we
and
styles
savings. All latest
GUARANTEE a perfect fit!
Men's Wool DRESS

SLACKS

NOV. 20-21-22
-MON. - TUES.
03. Monday 7:19-10:03
re Starts Sunday 1:49-4:33-7:19-10:

Tens of
his praises!

Values $15.95 to $16.50

$9.95 ea.- 2 for $18.50
See our slection of latest
styles in
WINGS SHIRTS •
0 ADAMS HATS
0 FORTUNE SHOES

•

—Also—
Tremendous Savings On
BOYS WEAR and ACCESSORIES

BOYS' SUITS
Four Door
956 OLDSMOBILE
Sedal
Door
956 FORD Four
Sedan
956 FORD Tudor
Door
956 PONTIAC Four
top
Hard
956 CHEVROLET
Dwr
Four
955 OLDSMOBILE
top
Hard
955 MERCURY
Four Door
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I AIM AT THE STARS"
Color Carte

BECAUSE—

BENTON AND MARSHALL COUNTY
Are Made Up Of

GOOD PEOPLE
r"-

Small Businesses
In Kentucky Get
More Gov't Aid

Starts 11:30 - 3:16 - 7:02 - 10:48
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IN MARSHALL COUNTY

MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT,
KENTUCKY
FLOSSIE PEARL HOUSER,
Plaintiff, vs. CLIFTON RAYMON
HOUSER, Defendant.
IN EQUITY
BY virtue of a Judgment and
Order of Sale of the Marshall
Circuit Court, rendered at the
November term therof, 1960, in
the above styled cause for Setes Betty's Beauty
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sills of and operat
tlement at hte rate of 6% per
e in Hardin .
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FARM & CITY WEEK

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

NOV. 17 - 18
DAY AND FRIDAY
7:29 - 9:21
e Starts Thursday '7:19- 9:21 — Friday 3:59 -

Curtis
Reynold

NATIONAL

Mrs. Rhoda Smith was pleasantly surprised last Friday night
at her home near Brewers by
neighbors and friends with a
miscellaneous going - away shower.
Those attending were Mesdames Luther Cole, James
Mathis, Ray Owens and her
granddaughter, Harlie Smith,
Charles Mullins, Kenneth Reed
and two daughters, Fred Holmes,
Boss Parker, Homer Rudd, and
Isaac Tinsley.
Mrs. Smith is leaving the
place she resides in now and will
move to Mayfield soon to live.
She works at the Merit Clothing
Co

Phone LA 7-3881

Kentucky

Mrs. Lydia Putteet, of ClarksMrs. Halite Peck has returned
Mrs. Clint Park has returned
Texas, Is visiting in the
ville,
viaafter
t
Detroi
in
home
from Detroit where she visited to her
home of her brother, Bob PutStella
Mrs.
sister,
her
iting
and
Cole
the families of Ralph
teat in Benton.
Foust.
Ben Thompson.

Mrs. Rhoda Smith
Of Brewers Given
A Farewell Party

that by the end of 1960 you will
have eaten 83 pounds of beef;'
67 of pork; 7 of veal and 41
2
/
pounds of lamb. Now, if you
are a good fisherman or hunter,
you might foul up these calculations for your family; but it's
likely the rest of folk will come
close to eating these amounts
of farm raised meats.

17, 1960

,
Valises up to $34.50$1995
Sizes 13 to 20..
Values to $26.50 $16.95
Sizes 6 to 12

BOYS' TROUSERS
Fine All Wool Slacks In
The Latest Styles
Reg. $9.50
$6.95
Sizes 13 to 20
Reg. $7.85
$5.95
Sizes 6 to 12
Afford Too"
"Dress Well Men, You Can

Factory Outlet Store
FOR MEN AND BOYS
MAYFIELD, Ky.
PADUCAH, Ky.
211 So. 6th St.
516 Broadway
8:30
'Til
t
Nigh
Open Friday

WE HEARTILY ENDORSE ...
- 24
FARM AND CITY WEEK NOV. 18
better co-operation
As a method of bringing more and
between farm and city folks!

CO-OP STORE

ent Association
Marshall County Soil Improvem
Benton, K.
306 12th Street

Farmers
Grain & Storage
Co.
Do N T
Sell Your Corn
UNTIL YOU SEE
MR.. LAMB
CAN
HE WILL SHOW YOU HOW YOUCORN
GET BETTER PRICES FOR YOUR
LIVERY
LOANS ADVANCED DAY OF DE

SEE US
BEFORE YOU SELL
Storage Co. Before Selling
Check With Farmers Grain &
Your Field Corn Crop
Railroad Avenue
ray, Kentucky
Mur
04
3-34
Phone "Laza

-s"

,

The kfurelnal Coarier, Batton, Kentucky,‘44,441,

THE 62 CLUB MEETS
WITH CLAUDINE KING
The "62" Homemakers Club
met recently at the home of
Claudine King. The president,
Janis Fooks, conducted the
meeting. Two visitors, Mrs. A.
King and Mrs. Pearl Bailey, were
present.
The lesson of low calorie diets
was given by Earline Bailey and

Marjorie Lampley. Lunch was
served at noon. The next meeting will be held Dec. 13 at the
home of Gertrude Harper. A
Christmas program will be given
and Sunshine Friends revealed.

Johnny Fortner, 10,
Has Party at Home
Of His Parents

Want Ads

NICE HOUSE — Good location,
Immediately available. For Sale
or call J. E. Hurley,
Johnny Fortner, son of Mr. only. See
Real Estate.
Mrs. Boyce F. Karnes of Cal- and Mrs. Otis Fortner, celebrated or Hurley
rtsc
vert City was a patient at Bap- his tenth birthday Saturday,
tist Hospital in Paducah last Nov. 12, with a party given by FOR SALE — Modern 5-room
his parents at their home in house, bath, aluminum siding,
week.
Calvert City.
storm doors and windows, elecPeanut toss, paper sculpturing,
tris cheat. Located 5 miles from
and making of cars from peaBenton on Hiway 68. Charlie
nuts were very much enjoyed. At
York, Route 5, Phone EL 4-4458.
noon, a picnic-style lunch was
4tp
served. Ice cream, soda pop, dectopped with
cakes
cup
orated
Fire Screens
miniature eby favors, made up
CARD OF THANKS
Andirons
the menu.
We wish to thank our friends
Johnny enjoyed opening the and neighbors for their many
Fire Sets
nice gifts he received from his acts of kindness and the symfriends.
Wood Holders
pathy shown us during the illThose attending the party ness and death of our beloved
Flex Screens
Dukes,
and'Reyne
were Jeoffrey
husband and father, Elroy KelJimmy Tomsic, Glen Davis, Pat
Log Cradle
ley.
and Mike Kunnecke, Ronnie
We especially wish to thank
Wood Grates
Howard, Donald, Susan and
Joe Miller, the Collier FuDr.
Gretchen Fortner.
Coal Grates
neral Home, and Rev. J. Frank
Young for his comforting words.
All Brass
May God's richest blessings be
Black & Brass
with all of you.
WIFE AND SONS.

HATCHERS GROCER!
304 N. Main St.

Thanksgiving Specials

Miss Betty Sills
Complimented At
Household Shower

Copper
Sold separately or
in sets

Miss Betty Sills, bride-elect of
Clint Shannon of Humboldt,
Tenn., was honored with a
household shower at the school
cafeteria in Hardin Tuesday
night by friends, relatives and
neighbors.
Mesdames
were
Hostesses
Hazel Edwards, Nola Dunan,
Irene Erwin and Agnes Darnell.
The room was decorated in
pink and white and a pink and
white umbrella held a shower

KITCHEN SHOP
112 Broadway

Paducah, Ky.

Dial 3-1749

John Wilkins of Route 1 Benton was a patient last week at
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Pace of
Ann 'Arbor, Mich., visited relatives and friends in Calvert City
and Benton last week.
of gifts.
Refreshments consisted of pink
lemonade and a delicious white
cake topped in pink rosebuds.
Sixty-two persons attended
gifts.
the shower and others sent

BATTERIES
GREENFIELD BROS.
Murray Hgwy. LA 7-3601 Benton,Kentucky
GET READY FOR THE SEASON
WITH A DUNLOP
The Battery That Guarantees Your Start!
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FRYERSGrade

ROAST . . Lb' 39c

ROAST

Lb,

•. .

Country Style

A

.. .

Whole, Lb. 29c

3 Lk

DRESSED TURKEYS Lb. 4
Fresh

Val-U-Pak

2 Lbs. 89c!GROUND BEEF .

BACON
1 Lb. Houser Valley

BACON and

Both
for

1 Lb. Skinless

Plus

99c

• With

Hoti11
Dog.
FREI

My-T-Fine

Blue Bonnet

MARGARINE .

.. .

2 Lbs. 45c I PIE CRUST MIX .

3 Cans 2

BISCUITS - -

Large Pascal

RADISHES

• •

Pkg. 5c 10ELERY .

Bunch
• • •

Golden Ripe

Large Heads

Lit

Head 10c BANANAS

LETTUCE
CRANBERRIES

.

•

•

BAG

•

•

•

•

Any Brand of
Robin Hood

COFFEE

FLOUR
2r. Lb. Bag
$198
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• VEGETABLES GALORE — PRICES ARE RIGHT•
Cello Pak

DISTRIBUTED IN THIS AREA BY

giving

ROUND OR SIRLOIN . • Lb.

FRANKS

DUNLOP

SON CEO

Baby Beef

(
eciiib
B

•

cats

This Store Open All Day Thanksgiving

FIREPLACE FIXTURES

ugh

1 LB. 49c
With a 87.00 Purchase, Cigarettes Not I
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START THE SEASON TODAY WITH A

THAT COUNTS!
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BATTERY

BE SURE OF YOUR STARTS
START THE SEASON WITH A

ILITENTI 1N
BURLEY TOBACCO GROWERS

DUNLOP

The Paducah Burley Floor, located at 1010 Madison St., Still has plenty of
space to receive your tobacco for early sales.

Z4ad BA11ERY

We invite you to one of our two fine warehouses for quick sales and highest

More Power on the inside
More Life on the inside

START
WITH

More Quality on the inside

A

...that's why you can be sure of
longer service on the outside

The Paducah Burley Floor is home owned and home operated. This or
knows your problems best and are more interested in serving you more effi

DUNLOP

More power — more life — more
quality on the inside so you can be
sure of longer service on the outside.
Dunlop batteries are dry charged
. -factory fresh" when installed
in your car.

EXTRA LONG GUARANTEE - FULL 36 MONTHS
$1395 With Exchange
6 VOLT
12 VOLT $1895 With Exchange
Dunlop Battery Dealers —
POWELL SHELL STATION

JOHN ED BARNES GROCERY

Hardin, Kentucky

Mayfield Highway

RUBLE COPE SERVICE STATION
.

N. Main — Benton, Ky.

NORTHSIDE SALVAGE

CONNER'S STORE

THOMPSON SHELL SERVICE

CROUCH SALVAGE YARD
1771

1401 Main — Benton, Ky.
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FIRST SALE . . • . NOVEMBER 28
SECOND SALE. . . NOVEMBER 30
THIRD SALE

DECEMBER 1
•

PADUCAH BURLEY FLOOR
1010 MADISON ST.

Fairdealing, Kentucky

N. Main — Benton, Ky.
Near North Marshall School

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
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Kennedy Bros., Props.
Phone 442-3322,

j. G.carnPfrIL'
Paducah, Ky.
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